
Hands out on Fedback in amplifier
A- Basic principles and types of feedback

+ Feedback is the process by which a fraction or part of output energy of an amplifier is injected
back to combine with its input as shown in the diagram:
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+ The output injected back may aid or oppose the input signal & on this basis feedback can be of
two types:

l.Positive or regenerative {eedback
2.Negative or degenerative feedback

1- Positive or regenerative feedback : when the frac on of output injected back is in phase with
the input signal& aids with it, it is called positive or regenerative feedback.

Adv: Overall gain of amplif ier is increased.
Disadvantage: 1- lncreased Noise & distortion in output.
2- Results in poor stability
Application: ln Oscillator circuits .

2.Negative or degenerativ,e feedback : ln case the fraction of output injected back is in opposition
or 1800 out of phase with input signal, it is known as negative or degenerative feedback.

Adv:1- Decreased Noise & distortion in output.
2- lmproved stability

Disadvantage: 1- Overall gain of amplifier is decreased.
Application: widely used in amplifier circuits .
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O Types Of Feedback on the basis of Electrical euantity:
On this Basis the feedback can be classified as below:
1- Voltage Feedback
2- Current feedback
+ Both voltage or current can be fed back to input either in series or in shunt.
d where series feedback connections generally increase input impedance, the shunt feedback
connections tend to decrease input impedance.
oon other hand voltage feedback decreases output impedance whereas current feedback
decreases output impedaruce.



B- Derivation of expression for gain of an amplifier employing feedback:

O Let Vl be input to amplifier & Vo be output of the amplifier Without feedback. ln This Condition
Voltage Gain A, Of this amplifier will be given as

A" = Vo/ V'

v, v:
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Calculation of gain with feedback

4 When a feedback network is employed than the new input to the amplifier is

Vr'=Vrt0Vo

(V,' = V, + p Vo for Positive Feedback & Vr' = V,, - I Vo For negative feedback)

Where p is factor of feedback circuit, the value of which depends on the type offeedbzck
network used.

4 Value of p<1 when the feedback network consists of passive components only & p>1 if there .rre

active components in the feedback network.

O Let us consider calculation og gain for a negative feedback amplifier. For such an amplifier, nr:w
input value will be

Vr'=Vr -9Vo

O NowGainof this amplifierwill be A,=Vo/Vr'=Vo/Vr -PVo

oralternatively A,x(Vr - PVo) =Vo

or A,x V1 - A,XPVo =Vo

or A,x Vr = (Vo + A,xPVo) JVo (1+pA,)

or A,/ (1+9A,) = Vo/ Vr = A,'

Where A"' is the gain of amplifier with negative feedback

Similarly gain for an amplifier with positive feedback can be calculated & that comes out to be

A"' = A,/ (1 -pA,)

O The expression for gain with feedback shows that the gain is affected after using feedback circu t.
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C- Effect of Negative feedback on gain stabiliry' distortion and bandwidth of an

amplifier

1- lncreased Gain stability:

+ Gain of an amplifier may change due to change either in power supply or in parameters of acth'e

device used. Change in gain adveisely affects ovirall performance of an amplifier & therefore needs

stability.

oUsingnegativefeedbackmakesgainstable&thusresultsinbetterperformanceoftheamplifie].

Q As we know, gain of an amplifier with negative feedback is given as

Avi= &/ (1 +pA,)

AlfbyanymeansweareabletomakepAr>>l,thenquantitylinexpression(1+pA")canbe
neglected & in that condition

1+PAv = PAv

+ ln this condition above expression (i) will be read as

A,'= A"/ PAv= A"'= Ll P

+ Thus we see that that by iust making p A, >> 1, the overall Sain of negative feedback amplifier

becomes independent of internal gain & depends inversely on feeilback factor p '

o This shows that using negative feedback increases gain stablllty & thus overall performance of

amplifier is imProved.

z- Reduction in Distortion & noise:

o when negative feedback is employed in an arnplifier, the harmonic distortion is reduced, this crrn

be understood by the following block diagram:

li-tPur. t D OOfPof

o Let us assume that the amplifier with gain A, produces distortion D. when feedback is applled

the gain becomes A,'& the dlstortion D'.

+ The distortion changes as a part of distortion D' is fed to input through the feedback network 8'

this amounts to be pD'as shown in above diagram.

o This distortion pD' is amplified by gain A, of the amplifier & due to negative feedback D' is

expressed as

D'= D-9&D'
or D'= D/1+ I A"

9' Thus we see that in an amplifier with feedback, distortion is reduced by a factor of (1+ p A,)

o similarly it can be shown that in an amplifier with negative feedback, noise level in output ls

reduced in the same magnitude.
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3- Effect of Negative feedback on Frequency response & Bandwidth:

+Asweknow,overallgainofanamplifierwithnegativefeedbackdecreases&i5g|Venbythe
following expression:

&i = A,/ (1 + p A,) Where A, is gain of amplifier

+ With change in Eain by a factor of (1 +9A,) ,the upper & lowercut offfrequency are also

affected by this factor.

+ ln fact the lower cut offfrequency is decreased & upper cut off frequency is increased by a

factor of (1 + p A,), when negative feedback is employed in an amplifier circuit'

+ This causes an increase in bandwidth (BW) because BW is difference of upper & lower cut off

frequencies.

+ Thus, it is concluded that with negative feedback in amplifier, the bandwidth increases & the

frequency response is imProved.

4- Effect of Negative feedback on lnPut lmpedance :

+lt is found that input impedance of an amplifier after employing negative feedback is given as :

7,' = 11 (1+ p A,) Where zi = lnput lmpedance after negative feedback

Zr = lnput lmpedance without feedback

F = Feedback factor offeedback network

A, = Gain of amplifier without feedback.

o The above expression clearly shows that input impedance is increased by factor of (1+ I A,) after

negative feedback is aPPlied.

4- Effect of Negative feedback on output lmpedance :

+lt is found that output impedance of an amplifier after employinS negative feedback ls given as :

7 "' = 7" / lL+ p N) Where Z .' = output lmpedance after negative feedback

Zo = output lmpedance without feedback

F = Feedback factor of feedback network

A" = Gain of amplifier without feedback.

* The above expression clearly shows that output impedance is decreased by factor of 1/ (1+ p l,)
after negative feedback is applied.

D-CONCEPT OF FEEDBACK CIRCUIT

s A feedback circuit is essentially a voltage

divider circuit whose prlmary function is to feed

a fraction of output voltage back to input of the

amplifier circuit.

o The block of feedback circuit contains two
resistors R : & Ra as shown in the adjacent

circuit diagram .
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E- RC coupled amplifier with emitter bypass capacitor :

O Also Known as two stage Common emitter amplifier with series negative feedback where a two
stage R C coupled amplifier is facilitated with suitable arrangement to provide negative feedback;s
shown in the diagram:

Vqs

c

Rt

+ The additional components R r,R r&Cr incorporated in usual two stage RC Coupled amplifier
constitute the feedback network.

g The Output voltage is divided across the resistors R r, R z to produce feedback voltage that is in

series with si8nal at base of transistor Q2.

O The capacitor C r behaves as open circuit to DC & as short circuit to AC & thus used as dc blocking

capacitor to prevent the DC voltage at collector of transistor O, from affecting bias condition of
transistor Qr.

F -Emitter follower amplifier and its application

o Also known as common collector amplifier circuit, it is a very useful negative current feedback

circuit ideal for impedance matching.

+ The most important characteristic of this circuit is it's high input impedance & low output
impedance.

4 Typical circuit of an emitter follower is shown below:

F--
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+ When lnput is applied, resulting current iE flows through Rr & produces output voltage Vo across

RE means Vo= ie Rr . This voltage i" opposes the signal voltage & thus provides negative feedback-

+Moreover the volta8e Vo fed back to input is proportional to emitter current' that's why tlre

circuit is called a negative current feedback circuit'

+since in this configuration, output voltage which is in fact emitter voltage, follows the input

voltage, hence this circuit is known as emitter follower'

o Gain of this amplifier is less than 1

+ lnput impedance of this amplifier is given as p Rr+R;

c) output impedance is very Low & is given by R"/ 1+9

.1 Vc.+
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OThe Emitter of one transistor is connected to the Base of the other to produce a more sensitive

transistor with a much larger current gain being useful in applications where current amplification or

switching is required.

O Main feature of this amplifier circuit is that the two BJT work as a single transistor with it's current

amplification ratio as the product of current amplification ratios of the individual BJT. ln other wo'ds

,if 9, & 9z are current amplification ratio of the two BJT then overall amplification factor p of
Darlington pair is given as 9=ftx0,
o Such amplifiers are used where high gain is required at a low frequency like Power regulatc,rs,

Audio amplifier output stages.

qe
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G- Darlin6on AmPlifier
+ Here an interconnection of two bipolar junction transistors as a single unit is used .Normally

one BJT is low power while the Other one has high power. this unit is commercially known as

Darlington pair after it's inventor. Darlington pair & amplifier circuit using such palr is shown belolv:
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